LEADING JAPANESE BAILY ON ISLAND OF HAWAII

LENDING IS HARD TO GET TO GERMANS
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CHILD ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS VARY

All children have the same type of brain, with the same ability to adjust to life's stresses and strains. The difference lies in the way they respond to these challenges. Some children may experience more difficulty in coping with stress, while others may handle it with ease. The key is to recognize the signs of stress and take action to prevent it from becoming overwhelming.

As a parent, it's important to be aware of the warning signs of stress in your child. Look for changes in their behavior, such as an increase in complaining, irritability, or withdrawal. If you notice these signs, it may be a good idea to take steps to help your child manage their stress.

One effective strategy is to encourage your child to talk about their concerns. This can help them process their emotions and gain a better understanding of what they are feeling. You can also help your child develop coping skills by teaching them relaxation techniques, such as deep breathing or progressive muscle relaxation.

It's also important to create a supportive environment at home. Make sure your child feels loved and valued, and that they have someone to turn to when they need help.

Remember, every child is different, and what works for one may not work for another. The key is to be patient and understanding, and to provide the support your child needs to feel confident and secure.

---

RETURN TO "THE HAWAII MAINICHI"
EDWIN BOOTH NOW SPEAKS.
OLD RECORDING PRESERVED

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Sept. 13 (UP) — The voice that helped make Edwin Booth the leading tragic actor of the late 19th century is being heard again.

Fascinated by the prospect that this new idea of wax cylinders would enable him in Chicago to transplant his voice to his daughter Edwina, in New York, Booth devoted several days to writing down the throat of a curious thin wire.

Describing his adventure in a letter to Edwina, he wrote: "I realized Othello's speech for you ... but of course it is impossible (for me at least) to recite with full feeling and warmth of expression in cold blood, as it were."

For several years after Booth's death, the fragile records were played on special occasions, but at length it was decided they might literally be "played out." So they were carefully put away so carefully, in fact, that Packard had to search a long-forgotten personal effects in the living quarters which were like "played out." So they were carefully put away so carefully, in fact, that Packard had to search them out. After 30 years of service it is going to become a $4,000 antique.

PACKARD RECOUNTED THE STORY BEHIND THE RESURRECTION.

Prof. Frederick C. Packard, Jr., recounted the story behind the resurrection. One day, some five years ago, he was seated in Holden Chapel, which constitutes a workshop and oratorical museum of the Texas A & M College Extension Service.

Speaking at a poultry rally recently in Arlington, Texas, Packard related the story behind the resurrection of Othello's voice. Fascinated by the marbles, the turkeys will peck madly at the marbles, according to Bill Robinson.
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The recording is a reading from Shakespeare's Othello, Act 1, Scene 5, in which the Moorish soldier defends himself before the Venetian Senate against charges of having seduced Iago's wife. To the surprise of those who would have expected an actor of the old school to give way to sentiment and bombast, his recording reveals a restrained, polished, naturalistic delivery generally associated with the best of modern technique of the American stage in its heyday.
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GILLETTE, Sept. 13—The announcement of Charlie Brown losing for the entire season spurred the New York Yankees to a 12-2 victory over the Chicago Cubs.

The Brooklyn Dodgers scored their third victory in the opening day with a 3-2 win over the Chicago Cubs at Wrigley Field Saturday.

Bull Ito has done much to add to the color of the ring, according to reports.

**COLORFUL RED CROSS RELIEF DOUBLEHEADER SUNDAY**

The Red Cross relief doubleheader will be featured in the Saturday program at the Wrigley Field. Two interesting inter-district games will be held with representatives of the first and second tournaments in the first and second tournaments, respectively.

**HAWAII MAINICHI SPORTCIAL**

A United Press dispatch from the mainland says that Jackie Robinson, former UCLA gridiron star who will be playing for the Honolulu Bears in the AAU, has in New York to receive $10,000 a game. Although professionals have been playing along in the Honolulu Senior league, the new contract is still supposed to be an amateur circuit.

The status of Robinson was explained in a statement issued by George S. Foner, president of the AAU.

"Robinson is coming to Honolulu under full AAU rules and regulations," Foner said. "The interpretation is being paid and he is being given living expenses while here, the same as any other player, and all other payments received when they compete here, but not here.

"Robinson is not being paid on a game basis. AAU regulations would permit Robinson, a traveling athlete, about $8 a day for expenses. We do not expect to have that much for Robinson's expenses. I want to make it clear that we are planning to make this the finest amateur circuit.

"Robinson's status is the same as that of Hawaii's athletes who played the mainland."
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日本において默過せず

三九七名の金鶴勲章

川岸、平島、高木

三兵団の勇戦史

日本の助力要請

日本再建に

YANKEE PLANES FOR CHINA—President Roosevelt's determination to aid China in her war against Japan bears fruit by arrival of Unsabled American fighter planes in Burma. Chinese mechanics outfit and set them up, under directions of American staffs, and Yankee pilots test them.